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News 2018 digest:

White House Sees an Edge in Trade Dispute With China
President Donald Trump’s escalation of trade threats against China reflects his belief that Washington
increasingly has the upper hand in the dispute, administration officials said, adding he is prepared to
withstand pressure from U.S. businesses that might suffer from the conflict.

Mexico Criticizes U.S. Immigration Policy
Mexico’s government issued a strong rebuke to U.S. immigration policies that it said violate the human
rights of children by separating them from their undocumented migrant parents.

Ruling Coalition Collapses in Kashmir
A fragile coalition in Jammu and Kashmir collapsed, putting the troubled northern Indian state on a path
toward central-government rule.

Saudi Arabia's Economic Revamp Means More Jobs for Saudis---If Only They Wanted Them
Local companies that used to rely on expats are struggling to fill the government’s new quotas with
qualified employees, given the large number of jobs Saudis refuse to do. Among the creative solutions:
Saudi workers who are paid to stay home.

Merkel, Macron Unite on Europe's Future
France and Germany agree on broad overhauls for the European Union as they strain to contain divisions
in the bloc and Chancellor Angela Merkel battles to preserve her government in Berlin.

Have the Culture Wars Killed Christian Unity?
No modern pontiff has more zealously pursued unity with non-Catholic Christians than Pope Francis, but
the culture wars and the growth of newer Christian churches have made the goal an even more distant
prospect.

Kim Jong Un Is Heading to China After His Summit With Trump
North Korean leader Kim Jong Un arrived in China on Tuesday for a two-day trip, visiting his key ally for
the third time in three months, just a week after his summit with President Donald Trump.

Countries Face the Tricky Task of Undoing Negative Interest Rates
The longer countries wait to raise rates, the more damage it may do.

Iran Oil Minister Doesn't Expect OPEC Deal on Production Increase
Iran’s oil minister said he didn’t expect OPEC to reach a consensus on boosting oil output this week,
threatening to turn the cartel’s meeting into an unusually contentious one.
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